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OBJECTIVE
A major payer was seeking to stay true to mission: to improve the health and well-being of its members, their 
families, and their communities, as well as reduce some of the barriers (such as language and socioeconomic 
status) to accessing affordable health coverage. Although originally focused on delivering managed Medicaid 
plans, the organization has since expanded into Medicare Advantage and the Health Insurance Marketplace.

As this organization prepared to enter the health insurance 
marketplace in 2013, its leaders recognized a significant 
challenge: its underperforming sales organization lacked 
the tools and training to take on this new market. The sales 
department had high labor costs, low productivity, and little 
transparency into end-to-end performance. Sales reps and 
teams were manually tracking sales using Excel spreadsheets. 
The organization couldn’t connect these pockets of information 
to create enterprise-wide objectives or performance visibility.

The company also faced a critical technology challenge. The majority of the client’s sales had been to enroll 
and renew Medicaid customers. Because the state had a technology system in place for Medicaid, the 
sales team had relied on it as a way to track activity. However, this system would not allow them to track 
performance in the marketplace—and the state was about to sunset the system as its Medicaid solution. 
As these factors converged, organization leaders turned to Colibrium for a new comprehensive solution for 
managing sales performance.

“They were able to work with us 
quickly and efficiently because 
they understand healthcare,”  

Senior Vice President for 
Sales and Member Retention

OUR SOLUTION

Applied Automation
We helped the client replace their patchwork of reports and data management tools with our tool, Tuo 
360. With health plans and health insurance industry partners in mind, Tuo 360 delivered much-needed 
automation to the client’s team.

Enabling Better Sales Management and Tracking
Tuo 360 enables the client to proactively manage their sales funnel, tracking conversion metrics from 
leads to appointments, prospects, opportunities, and members. The client marketing team also uses some 
of Tuo 360’s features to track the effectiveness of its campaigns and activities. As the client continues to 
embrace this functionality, Tuo 360 is becoming a tracking and performance tool that integrates sales and 
marketing within the organization.
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About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its 

clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain 

expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.  

Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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Improvement to Client CRM
In the time crunch leading up to the marketplace’s first open enrollment period, it was important to the 
client that Colibrium’s implementation timeframe was much shorter than that of other CRM vendors. This 
healthcare-specific expertise better enabled the client’s team to navigate the requirements of selling on 
the marketplace.

OUTCOMES
After using Tuo 360, the improvements have been dramatic: 

• Labor costs are down 28% in the main sales division.

• Sales productivity is up more than 40% in the same division.

• Line management for day-to-day coaching and field 
adjustments is now enabled.

• Valuable insights are being delivered to the client’s C-suite.

• Employee morale has improved.

• This single solution has replaced the client’s patchwork of 
data management tools.

• The client is now proactively able to manage its sales funnel, 
tracking conversion metrics from leads to appointments, 
prospects, opportunities, and members.

Labor costs are down  

28% in the 
main sales division.

Productivity is up 
more than  

40% in the 
same division.

About HGS Colibrium, Inc. 
Founded in 2005, HGS Colibrium, Inc., delivers integrated software solutions designed specifically for the health insurance industry. 

Colibrium’s award-winning Tuo software empowers health plans with a best-in-class private exchange solution to enroll, engage, and 

retain members in individual, group and Medicare markets. Colibrium’s pre-configured Tuo 360, their CRM overlay built specifically 

for Salesforce and Dynamics platforms, enables health plans to gain a 360 degree view of their members to improve marketing 

effectiveness, customer service and member engagement. For the past two years, Colibrium has earned industry recognition including 

Microsoft Dynamics Partner of the Year for Health Plans and a recent listing in “Hype Cycle for Healthcare Payers” report from industry 

analyst Gartner. For more information about Colibrium or view recent case studies and client results visit www.colibrium.com.
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